How to get to the 4 Farmhouses of the Community of Living Ethics – Città della Pieve (Perugia)

Community’s Farmhouses satellite navigator addresses
1. Poggio del Fuoco - Aula della Cultura: Vocabolo Campogrande, Città della Pieve, Perugia
2. St. Michele Center: Vocabolo Cassero, Città della Pieve, Perugia
3. Urusvati Center: Vocabolo Cassero, Città della Pieve, Perugia
4. Igeia: Vocabolo Poggio, Santa Maria, Monteleone d’Orvieto, Terni

Community’s Farmhouses normal addresses
1. Poggio del Fuoco - Aula della Cultura: Vocabolo Pian di Mattone, 14
2. St. Michele Center: Cassero, Città della Pieve, Perugia
3. Urusvati Center: Vocabolo Cassero, Città della Pieve, Perugia
4. Igeia: Vocabolo Farnietino, Santa Maria, Monteleone d’Orvieto, Terni

Community’s Farmhouses phone numbers
1. Poggio del Fuoco: +39–578–298.525
3. Urusvati Center: no

Note: The closest railways stations and highways tollgates to the Community are: Chiusi/Chianciano or Fabro.
1) Way to Valle del Sole and St. Michele Center (coming from Chiusi)
1. Drive out of the highway A1 at the Chiusi/Chianciano tollgate, turn right and keep you on your right;
2. Drive towards and beyond Chiusi and then Chiusi Scalo, following the signs PESRUGIA and LAGO TRASIMENO;
3. Roughly 700 mt. after a bridge on the railway, at Bò Bandino village, on the crossroad after a LIDL on your left, just by a church in red bricks on your right, take the State Street 71 towards Città della Pieve keeping on your right;
4. At the km. Nr. 80 of that street, after 3.5 Km., just before the village S. Litardo, at the sign “CENTRO SAN MICHELE” on your right near a big mirror, turn right and downwards the country road for roughly 800 m.
5. You’ll come to a country crossroad; St. Michele Center is 150 mt. ahead, on the left side of the road; Valle del Sole is 100 mt. on your left.

2) Way to Urusvati Center (coming from Chiusi)
1. As before, until point 4)
2. At that country crossroad, turn right at the sign URUSVATI and keep on driving 700 mt. on the same country road, taking the right road when you see a well near a second URUSVATI sign; the street ends at Urusvati Center.

3) Way to Poggio del Fuoco and Aula della Cultura (coming from Chiusi)
1. As before until point 3)
2. Drive 8.8 Km. until a turnaround at the entrance of Città della Pieve; there turn right and drive 4.6 Km., following the signs ROMA, ORVIETO and, further on after the village, MONTELEONE D’ORVIETO; at the Km. 72.100 of that road (the SR 71) you get a country road on your left where two cypresses are standing at its entrance with the sign POGGIO DEL FUOCO; there turn left into the country road;
3. Drive roughly 600 mt. until Poggio del Fuoco, indicated by a PARCHEGGIO (parking) sign on your right.

4) Way to Igeia (coming from Fabro)
1. Drive out of the highway A1 at the Fabro tollgate, turn left and drive 1.8 km. towards Fabro Scalo village;
2. when entering the village, at the turnaround, turn left following the sign MONTELEONE D’ORVIETO;
3. after 1.9 Km. you arrive at Santa Maria village; immediately after the sign SANTA MARIA, you’ll see the sign IGEIA; turn right and drive 1.5 Km. (keeping you on your right at any junctions) until the second sign IGEIA; the building is on your right.